EXTERIOR INSTALLATION

1'-11.000" [584mm] ACTUAL OPENING
2'-1.620" [651mm]

SECTION 'A'
SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"

ALIGN PANEL SEAM TO PANELS SURROUNDING ACCESS DOOR

1'-11.000" [584mm] ACTUAL OPENING
2'-1.620" [651mm]

SECTION 'B'
SCALE: 3" = 1'-0"

1.301" [33mm]
0.500" [13mm]
1.966" [50mm]

VIEW FROM BELOW:
SCALE: NOT TO SCALE

EXTERIOR ACCESS DOOR FITS ALL HUNTER DOUGLAS LINEAR BOX PROFILES EXCEPT DEEP BOX PROFILES.
EXTERIOR ACCESS DOOR RESTS BELOW PANEL FACE.
EXTERIOR ACCESS DOOR IS EXPOSED FROM BELOW.
PANEL LENGTHS MUST BE FIELD-CUT.

*SURROUNDING PANELS AND CARRIERS OMITTED FOR CLARITY

SPECIFICATIONS
MATERIAL:
-.020" | .025" ALUMINUM BOX 2 PANEL | .040" ALUMINUM UNIVERSAL CARRIER
FINISH (PAINT | POWDER COAT | DECORATED WOOD FINISH | LUXACOTE PERFORATION NOT AVAILABLE

2'-0" X 2'-0" EXTERIOR ACCESS DOOR
PROJECT: EXTERIOR LINEAR BOX 2 PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
DRAWING NUMBER: EXT-BOX-2-ACCESS-DOOR
SCALE: NOT TO SCALE
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